S4 Extension Center takeoff @
Silver Oak College of Engineering & Technology

Date: Thursday, 06/03/2014
Time: 3.30 PM To 6:00 PM

One day workshop on - ‘Emerging innovative ideas and developing Entrepreneurship and Life Management Skills’, Organized On 12th march 2014.
Inaugural Session

This program was organized by the student members of Entrepreneurship Cell (S4 extension centers) of Silver Oak College of Engineering And Technology. The Workshop was chaired by Mr. Utkash Patel (Assistant Professor, Electronics and Communication Department, Silver Oak College Of Engineering) and Mr. Sugnesh Hirpara (Assistant Professor, Electronics and Communication Department, Silver Oak College Of Engineering).

ABOUT THE WORKSHOP:

The event commenced at 3:30 PM with keynote and event briefing by Mr. Utkarsh Patel (S4 Faculty Coordinator), and Dhruv Saidava (6th Sem, Civil Department and GIC Fellow). They started by giving some idea about Flash Venture to the participants. Mr Utkash Patel gave us an overview and insights into program and how students would benefit from this workshop and will get a strong foundation for their career ahead.

For the purpose of this workshop is to enhance the ideation skills of the students and to implement their innovative ideas. This FLASH VENTURE workshop is where an ideation goes through the number of stages such as student representing idea with other, discussing about available sources, problem identification, problem solving, and representing the particular innovative idea of the model.
THE REAL VENTURE START NOW:

Now it was the time for the students to get onto the field and prepare list of feedback and problem faced by costumer. Every teams with all their creativity, explored their ideas in preparation of Innovative .All team of different department there idea list out by faculty members. They encountered many ideas out of which we shortlisted few:

IDEAS

1) GSM based safety guard for blind.
2) Automatic toll tex.
3) Socet Desk
4) Solar system based student lamp.
5) Vehicle side light detector
6) Website to find nearest area with additional facilities.
After one week this kind of workshop will be again organizing. In there, student will again represent their ideas with PPTs, models, good things and bad thoughts. Advantages and disadvantages. Applications.

Finally, Mr. Dhruv Saidava gave vote of thanks to our S4 Faculty Coordinator, Mr. Utkash Patel for his support and Mr. Sugnesh Hirpara for his kind involvement. Entrepreneurship Cell (S4) Team also thanked all the college admin staff and faculties for their active support and help. Workshop was really useful for the students which gave them scope to explore their minds, bringing creativity in them and getting innovative idea. This hands-on workshop really ignited the minds of the students and led them to move in the world of innovations creating something new and would help them to implement it in real world.
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